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Abstract - The basic information and knowledge to sentiment analysis of twitter are briefly discussed in this review paper. 

Sentiment Analysis can be viewed as a field of text mining, NLP(Natural Language Processing). This paper presents levels 

of sentiment analysis, approaches of sentiment analysis, methodologies, features and applications. Twitter is 

microblogging service which if sentiment analysis was done has to follow an explicit path. This paper puts an overview of 

tweets extraction, preprocessing and their sentiment analysis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Text mining, Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining consist study of sentiments, attitudes and reactions, evaluation 

of the content of the text.  Sentiment Analysis is also called an Opinion Mining [1]. Twitter is a microblogging 

media in real time to express the views of a person about a particular topic to appear going on a timeline. The 

message displayed on Twitter is named as Tweet. 

The users are made by friends and followings, tweets and their timeline on Twitter. The chronologically sorted 

collection of multiple tweets is the timeline. A person /people can express their view in front of the world in various 

forms like multimedia, text etc. Twitter is used in predicting the happenings of earthquakes and relevant information 

[2]. Web search applications, Real world applications, world events, extracting latest information about incidents 

uses microblog data for their analysis and conclusion making [3].  Twitter is much different from other social media. 

Microblogging is one vital fact and it is more opinion oriented than information about a topic. There are many 

abbreviations, symbols, and the content is many times similar to the conversation[4]. This huge and varied amount 

of knowledge can be extracted from the tweets. This paper studies the sentiment detection from the tweets on 

Twitter. The step by step methodology and the comparative analysis of the existing system is discussed in this 

review paper. 

 

II. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

2.1 Definition  

Sentiment analysis uses data mining techniques and processes to extract and capture data for analysis in order to 

discern the subjective opinion of a document or collection of documents, like reviews, blog posts, news articles and 

social media like tweets and status updates. 

Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis focus on polarity detection and emotion recognition correspondingly. 

Opinion Mining has more marketable potential higher than data mining as it the natural form of storing the 

information in text format. It is a much complex task than data mining because it has to deal with unstructured and 

fuzzy data. It is a multi-disciplinary area of research because it constitutes the adoption of techniques in information 

retrieval, text analysis and extraction, auto-categorization, machine learning, clustering, and visualization.  

 

2.2 Levels  

We can divide sentiment analysis into the following levels. 

 

2.2.1 Document  

This level is classifying the sentiment for the document. The document is on a single topic is considered. Thus texts 

which comprise comparative learning cannot be considered under this level. 

 

2.2.2 Sentence  

This level goes to the sentences; it determines whether each sentence expresses a positive opinion, negative opinion, 

or neutral view. If a sentence states no opinion means it is neutral. This level of analysis is closely related to 

subjectivity classification. The subjective statement displays the polarity of an entity in affirmative-negative terms 

i.e. good-bad terms.  

 

2.2.3 Entity or Aspect  

Aspect level gives a detailed analysis. The core task of entity level is to the identification of aspect of the text [1]. 

For example, in a review of mobile if a customer says," Sound is good but the handset is not handy." In this review, 
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the aspects are sound and handiness. Here sentiment analysis becomes two level tasks i.e. finding the aspects in the 

text and then classifying in respective aspect. Aspect level sentiment analysis is superior to Document and Sentence 

level sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis of topic or body which may or may not is hidden in the document is 

done. Thus comparative statements are also part of entity-level sentiment analysis [5]. 

 

2.3 APPROACHES  

We can do opinion mining and sentiment analysis in the following ways: keyword spotting, lexical affinity, 

statistical methods.  

 

2.3.1 Keyword Spotting  

In this technique, the text is categorized based on the presence of fairly unambiguous words present in it. The words 

or keywords are present in the text have the importance with respect to sentiment analysis.  

 

2.3.2 Statistical methods  

In early work, it was aiming to classify the entire document into overall affirmative or negative. These systems 

mainly depend on supervised learning approaches which depend on manually labelled data. Movie or product 

review databases are examples of such system. Many times sentiments are not restricted to document level. It can be 

extracted from the sentence level text. In such cases, sentiment analysis can be done using detected opinion-bearing 

lexicon items[6]. 

 

2.4 Features  

Sentiment features are as follows:  

 

2.4.1 Parts of speech (POS)  

It set up finding adjectives from the text, as they are important indicators of opinions.  

 

2.4.2 Opinion words and phrases  

These words express an opinion about the product or service in the text. For e.g. good or bad. Some 

phrases/sentences also express opinions without using opinion words.   

Negations: the presence of negative words may change the opinion orientation like not good is equivalent to bad.  

 

2.5 Methodologies  

Sentiment Classification techniques can be divided into Lexicon based approach, Machine Learning approach and 

hybrid approach. The Machine Learning Approach (ML) applies the famous ML algorithms and it uses linguistic 

features. The Lexicon-based Approach depends on a sentiment lexicon. Lexicon is a collection of known and 

precompiled sentiment terms. It is again divided into a dictionary-based approach and corpus-based approach which 

use semantic or statistical methods to find sentiment polarity of the text. The Hybrid Approach combines both 

approaches and it is very common with sentiment lexicons playing a key role in the majority of methods. 

 
Fig 1 Sentiment Analysis Techniques [7] 
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III. TWITTER 

3.1 Definition  

The word „micro‟ in microblogging specifies the limitation of the content of the opinion expressed on it. A Twitter 

user can compose at maximum 140 characters per each tweet. A tweet is not only a simple text message but it is a 

combination of text data and Metadata associated with the tweet. These attributes are the features of tweets. They 

express the content of the tweet or what is that tweet about. The Metadata can be utilized to find out the domain of 

the tweet. The Metadata of tweet are some entities and places. These entities include user mentions, hashtags, URLs, 

and media users, Twitter userID. RT stands for retweet, ‟@‟ followed by a user identifier report the user, and ‟#‟ 

followed by a word characterizes a hashtag. Work on Twitter in this paper is limited up to text data.  

 

3.2 Twitter Features  

1) Twitter Specific Features  

a) URL  

Many tweets share a link along with the introduction to the links. The sharing link is initiated as a URL. b) Mention  

In a tweet when a user wants to refer to another user he can write his name starting with @ symbol. It is called as 

Mention and it also represented as "@username".  

c) Hashtag  

It is a word starting with the # symbol. It refers to a word about the content of the text or indicating the topic of a 

tweet.  

d) Emoticons  

These are facial expressions pictorially characterized using punctuation and letters; they express the user‟s mood.  

e) Retweet  

A tweet can be just a statement made by a user or could be a reply to another tweet. Retweets are marked with either 

“RT” followed by „@user id‟ or “via @user id”.  

f) Singleton  

If a tweet has no reply or a retweet, then the tweet is called a singleton. 

 

IV. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS IN TWITTER 

Sentiment analysis is all about extracting opinion from the text. There are various aspects, reasons, the orientation of 

extracting these emotions according to the reason behind the analysis. Event detection, location detection etc. tasks 

can be done on tweets. Twitter sentiment analysis is the use of different methodologies and techniques. 

 

4.1 Feature Selection  

4.1.1 Lexicon Features  

Based on the subjectivity of the word we can classify the words into positive, negative and neutral lexicons. We 

have to compare each word with predefined wordnet libraries.  

 

4.1.2 Part-of-speech Features  

Parts-of-speech features i.e. nouns, adverbs, adjectives, etc. in each tweet are tagged. 

 

4.1.3 Micro-blogging Features  

By creating binary features we can detect the presence of positive, negative, and neutral emotions. By the presence 

of abbreviations and intensifiers, we can classify tweets in positive, negative and neutral. Online available slang 

dictionaries can be used for emotions and abbreviations [11].  

 

4.1.4 Steps to Extract Features  

4.1.4.1 Case Normalization  

In this step entire document is converted into lowercase.  

 

4.1.4.2 Tokenization  

Tokenization is splitting up the systems of text into personal terms or tokens. This procedure can take many types, 

according to the terminology being examined. For English, effective tokenization technique is to use white space 

and punctuation as token delimiters.  

  

4.3 Comparative Analysis of Different Workflows  
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The table below shows works to be accomplished by various authors on Twitter sentiment analysis. What are the 

various sources of tweet dataset, what is the methodology? Along with the advancements as well as drawback of the 

techniques are discussed below:  

Sr. 

No 

Author & Year of 

Publication  

Discussion  Accuracy/ Sentiment Analysis  

1 Dhiraj Gurkhe et 

al. (2014)[8] 

Twitter Training Data: Amalgamation of the 

different labelled dataset (Movie Review 

Datasets, Sanders-Twitter  Sentiment Corpus, 

Twitter data based on emoticons,  Sentiment 

Lexicon) 

Technique:- Approach: Machine Learning  

Unigram, Bigram, Uni+Bigram features with 

Naïve Bayes 

Accuracy:  Unigram :81.25%  

Bigram: 15% 

Uni+Bigram 

Drawback:- Size of training data is 

less leading to have less accuracy.  

 

2 Riya Sachdev et 

al. (2014)[9] 

Sanders Analytics dataset 

Technique:- Machine Learning & knowledge-

based approach using feature vector 

Accuracy: 100% 

3 Subha-brata 

Mukherjee et al. 

[10] 

Dataset1: Tweets crawled using Tweet Fetcher 

module(8507 tweets on 20 different domains)  

Dataset 2: Using Twitter API set of 15,214 

tweets based on hashtags  

Technique:- Hybrid Approach: machine 

learning approach & Rule-based approach with 

an extended module for each phase in 

architecture. 

Accuracy  Dataset1:  

2 class: 66.69%  

3 class: 56.17%  

Dataset2:  

2 class:v88.53% 

Drawback:- System cannot capture 

sarcasm or implicit sentiment.  

Supervised system accuracy suffers 

due to sparse feature space due to 

inherent text limit of tweets 

4 Alexander Pak et 

al. [11] 

Collected using Twitter API 

Technique:- Multinomial Naive Bayes 

classifier on n-grams and part-of-speech & 

statistical linguistic analysis of a corpus  

Accuracy vs. decision graph is 

plotted 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

Thus the basic knowledge required to do sentiment analysis of Twitter is well stated in this review paper. What is 

Sentiment Analysis with respect to levels of sentiment analysis, what are the approaches to do sentiment analysis, 

methodologies for sentiment analysis, features to be extracted from the text and the applications where it can be 

utilized is mentioned hierarchically? If we want to do Twitter's sentiment analysis we need to know about the 

twitter, about extracting the tweets, its structure, their meaning. This paper gives a brief notion of tweets. When one 

wants to do a sentiment analysis of tweets, he has to do it in a specialized aspect of sentiment analysis. So the brief 

knowledge about Twitter Sentiment Analysis is given in this paper. Different methods and techniques are discussed 

in a comparative manner. The accuracy/ result of each method enables us to imagine the efficiency of applied 

technique in respective circumstances.  
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